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Abstract: In this paper, based on the application conditions of the existing traditional data warehouse and the future forecast of the Hadoop big data platform, this paper proposes the new framework of the cooperation of Hadoop and traditional data warehouse which focus on the cooperation between the traditional data warehouse and the Hadoop technique to solve the problem that the traditional data warehouse can hardly meet customers' demands. The new framework originated from the thoughts of the designers of Cloudera and Teradata, and in this paper, the new architecture is divided into three modules: data acquisition, data storage and data applications, this paper mainly discusses the consideration of structured and unstructured data collection, storage and application problem, and researches the Hadoop and traditional data warehouse in collaboration of data storage and data application. According to data collection and transmission problem, this paper uses the Apache Sqoop technology as the solution; and relies on Hadoop HDFS file system and the Hive data warehouse to store the data. At the same time, this paper also introduces the data application in the Hive. Finally, the prototype system proves the feasibility of the designed structure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the development of Hadoop technique, it has adopted by more and more companies as the tool in dealing with the big data, it was originally used by Goggle and Facebook as the tool for the storage of large amount of data; the existing traditional data warehouse of the enterprises are being challenged. This paper has put stress upon the study of the coordination, divisions, data collections, transportations, storage and processing between the traditional data warehouse (without specific instruction, the traditional data warehouse mentioned in this paper refers to the single point relational data warehouse) and the Hadoop technique. The support of Hadoop technique is constructed on the base of the original data warehouse, in this way, the traditional data warehouse's deficiency in the processing and storage of the big data can be fixed; the bottle neck in the storage and calculation abilities of the traditional single point data warehouse can be solved through the lateral spreading ability of Hadoop [1].

Nowadays, Big data has become an important direction of development of modern information technology, and sharing and analysis of big data would not only bring immeasurable economic value, but also play a significant role in promoting the development of society. Big Data-as-a-Service (BDaaS) is a new data resource usage pattern and a new form of service economy, by encapsulating heterogeneous data, it can provide ubiquitous service consumers, standardization, on-demand services, including search, analysis or visualization [2].

2. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF DATA MINING BASED ON HADOOP

Enterprise information systems usually contain multiple business system, and each business system contains its own set of business system, backup systems and archiving system. The disadvantages of this system are complex management, easily waster of storage space and poor system scalability. In consideration of these shortcomings, this thesis designs and implements a tiered storage system, using a large platform to manage the multiple business systems and making each business system backup and archiving system into one. The tiered storage system provides a data mining and data migration solution based on Hadoop framework.

Research Hadoop key technologies, including MapReduce distributed architecture, database, HDFS distributed file system (Fig. 1).

Designed and implemented a tiered storage system based on Hadoop architecture, and detailed stated the system and data platform architecture design.

Designed and implemented the data mining module based on MapReduce. Applied the traditional relational database analysis method to the Hadoop database, efficient classifying the data of Hadoop [3].

Designed and implemented a data migration module, making the structured and unstructured data of online business platform migrate to the large data platform. Structure data migration process uses MapReduce data migration, which use thesis designed IO scheduling algorithm, considering the resources use and avoiding assigning tasks to the nodes with heavy IO load. Designed and implemented the unstructured data migration tool, using the FTP to multiple
concurrent migrate the business platform log file to the HDFS specified directory (Fig. 2).

Complete test of functionality and performance of the system. The test results show that all the functional modules of the system satisfy the design requirement, and the IO scheduler has better performance than the default scheduler.

The thesis design data mining and data migration system to meet the specific needs. The system has better performance of concurrent data migration and better data analysis about consumers and business.

Big data are methods and a revolution in thinking. With hitherto unknown speed big data caused profound changes in society, economy, academic, scientific research, and national defense, military and other fields. Big data in addition to better solve the marketing problems, issues in the philosophy of science and technology; (Fig. 3) there are all kinds of social problems, the formation of large data people-oriented strategy. Big data related to human being, more and more problems can be solved by large data. Not only in data science and technology level, but also in the commercial pattern, industrial pattern, ecological value and educational level, big data can bring new ideas and new thinking, including government departments, different industry and academia, even individual consumer. Big data and Internet, is not only the field of the information technology revolution, accelerate innovation, leading the social change and start the development of transparent government in the world [4].

This new concept of big data not only refers to the data object size, but also includes the processing and application of data, is the unity of technology and application of data object, the three. Data can be such as the government or enterprise master database this limited data set, can also be as micro-blog, Micro message, social network unlimited data virtual collection. Big data technology includes data acquisition, storage, management, analysis, [5] visualization
technology and its integration. Big data is of application data technology to obtain valuable information on various types of big data sets. The full realizable to the application object, technology, development of three-in-one synchronization. Big data is the area of information technology and the close integration of industry field, with strong demand and broad prospects. The need to seize the opportunities continue to track the research data and continuously enhance the awareness and understanding of big data, insist on technological innovation and the application of collaborative innovation to accelerate at the same time data in all areas of economic and social development and utilization, promote the country, industry, enterprise for the data application requirements and the level of development in the new stage [6].

Big data is of application data technology to obtain valuable information on various types of big data sets. The full realization of the value of big data only adheres to the application object, technology, development of three-in-one synchronization. Big data is a typical area of information technology and the close integration of industry field, with strong demand and broad prospects (Fig. 4). The need to seize the opportunities continue to track the research data and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Edition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop</td>
<td>hadoop-1.1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hive</td>
<td>hive-0.11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sqoop</td>
<td>sqoop-1.4.4.bin_hadoop-1.0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL Server</td>
<td>SQL Server 2008 R2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>MySQL-5.5.31-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclipse</td>
<td>eclipse-SDK-4.2.2-linux-gtk-x86-64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Big data has three main effects on the human enormous economic and social development, to sum up: the first is to promote the realization of the enormous economic benefits, the second is to promote and enhance social management level, and the third is to promote safety and security (Fig. 5). Big data applications in government and public services can effectively promote government work, government departments to improve service efficiency, decision-making and social management level, has great social value. To make a long story short, big data will provide a powerful new tool for people, so that people can more easily grasp the law of things, more accurate understanding of the world, to predict the future and change the world (Figs. 6-8).

Big data problem involves a wide range, in the study focus on the analysis of concept analysis and literature. Do the problem oriented, have a definite object in view at the same time, to establish the theory of professional knowledge, the deep research relates to the topic, pay more attention to comprehensive and unified field theory knowledge.

Data share is made to operate the data that stored in other systems by different computers and users, and these computers or users could compute and analysis those dataset. It reported common problem of many software systems and current situation of development of Hadoop in this paper. Also the theory of distributed database and parallel computing and Hadoop technology were studied. Then key technologies were analysis.

We researched the architecture and theory and defects of traditional data share models-middleware data share model, data warehouse data share model and P2P data share model (Fig. 9). In order to resolve defects of traditional data share model, Hadoop data share model is put forward, based on data warehouse data share model. We also analyzed the advantages of Hadoop data share model by number of study method, compared to traditional data share models. At the end, so as to prove the feasibility of Hadoop data share model, the Hadoop data share model is used in material dispatcher system. During the process of realizing material dispatcher system, functional requirements were presented by function analysis method, then carried on the detailed design and produced main function modules. During the process of realizing material dispatcher system, the problems of material coding discord and data joint with Hadoop database are solved.
Fig. (7). Workflow of mapReduce data processing.

Fig. (8). Hadoop data flow.

Fig. (9). Hadoop architecture.
Take an example: Taobao.com (referred to as Taobao), attaches great importance to strategic decision support data of operational services and data, and enhance unitized planning strategic level to create a competitive advantage, this company project development and integration for the data warehouse system integrated into the enterprise within the framework of the system of the data platform.

In this background, discusses the design and development of data warehouse systems Taobao data platform. Firstly, the characteristics of the current complex Internet enterprise data and summarized based on the actual needs of the enterprise needs analysis, focusing on analysis of the data warehouse storage engine selection, data extraction/transformation/loading module an important part of the data model and data presentation of the e-commerce industry portal four data warehouse, a detailed description of its function points and establish its use case diagram. The next analysis for the needs of the various modules and systems design, analysis and design to integrate both the technical points of each main module's internal functions and external access, including e-commerce and physical data model design, and finally in system design based on the implementation of the data warehouse system is given.

Since the trial run of the system to good effect on Taobao data analysis and processing, and has made a large contribution to company data operation services and data strategy support (Fig. 10).

The creation and the application of Data Warehouses is the only way for the enterprise to realize the advanced informationalization. In recent decade, lots of different scales Data Warehouse Systems appear to solve history data management and decision support problem. At the same time, the conflict between the nature anti-lifecycle character of DW and currently popular software development technology appears obvious day by day. And now, the DW technology is faced with such serious problem: at the beginning of its creation, the DW system cannot help users to accurately define business meta-data (for determining the Dimensions-Measures space) and integrated meta-data (for determining the integration space); while running, the software also cannot automatically capture the change users demand and give responses, and it cannot distribute the heavy load of making DW entity and query load of using DW in larger scale. With the application background of the development of PBC Dalian branch "disposal information service system", the decision supporting subsystem of Dalian international cooperating group information system and China life insurance company Dalian branch "Estimate and planning of Market the decision supporting system" paper applies itself to resolve the above conflict and problem, in order to enhance the Self-adaptive of DW system, to implement integration optimization within DW and measure the users compatibility, and to get a self-adaptive DW system .During the process, it uses DW technology, DW quality, CORBA structure and Agent technology (Fig. 11).

3. HADOOP DATA PLATFORM

With the rapid development of information technology, human society has entered the digital information age. The ability to obtain and master the information has become a symbol of national strength. All information with the needs of different determines the effectiveness of different, but all
the useful information is extracted from large amounts of data. Large amounts of data over time, and continued to produce continuous flow, the formation of big data and diffusion. Big data is not only used to describe the data amount is very large, but also highlighted the speed of processing data. Therefore, big data has become a frontier technology in the field of data analysis. Data become an important factor in every industry and commercial field. Mining and use of a large number of data, not only marks a substantial surplus industrial productivity growth and consumer, but also clearly suggest that the era of big data has come.

Data are becoming the basic factors of production are equally important and material assets and human capital, the use of big data has become the key factor to improve the competitiveness of enterprises. Data become assets, industry unity, the Internet is the three development trends in the age of big data. The scale and the ability of use of a country's data will be an important part of comprehensive national strength. The right of possession and control data will become national core of power as important as a land power, sea power, air power. Data become key elements of production and equally important like land, capital, manpower (Fig. 12).

In order to decrease the development cost, to improve the multiplexing of components and to realize load balance and distributional calculation in larger range, paper studies and realizes the self-adaptive architecture of DW with the CORBA technology, Agent technology and Java programming language. As a result, the DW Architecture get the ability of initiative, permanence and intelligence. It is a kind of architecture, which can accept many effective components and the "Plug and Play" components, and support many kinds of OS platforms, database platforms and network platforms, can conveniently communicate between components and software architecture, components and components, components and user. And sustained by agent, it realizes the distributional calculation, load balance and self-adaptive according to definite criterion in definite range. This architecture is made of lots of Agent and server software, including the component series, database series, quality series, service series and maintenance series. It fully assimilates and makes use of software development technology and component multiplexing technology. Especially during the calling component process, it breaks through the limits that have to use the object sign to connect and the simple name service, and realizes the load balance and distributional calculation.

3.1. Key Codes

```java
public boolean sqoop_import sql_hdfs(){
  try{
    l-n}pertTee} impTool=new ImportTool();
```
Fig. (12). JobTracker and TaskTracker interactive.

```java
options = new SqoopOption();
c\{ptic\n}.setDriver( ::rClass();\{rL("can\}.wi\}rcS,iUt.sellsrrw,s :lclhe.St\}L,S\};
werDriv)

options.setHadoopMapRedHome(\\ladoop:llapRedHome);

options.setConnectString(IserverC:oramclSring);

options.setUsername(SyhserrerUsernanJe);

options.setTargetD ir( l/dfs7 argelDir);

options.setTableName( lldfsTableVanre );

options.setSplitByCol(fldfs/mSplilByC ol);

options.setInputFieldsTerminatedBy("'001");

options.setNumMappers(1);

job.run(options);

catch (Exception e)
    return false;
}

return true;
```

3.2. Study and Implementation

To adapt the requirement of DW individuation and respond to the need of DW change, based on the optimization function of the current DW production, paper brings forward DW integration optimize-path searching algorithm and the DW integration scheme self-optimize algorithm, and studies and realizes the DW integration optimization. A task of top priority to the DW system which is used frequently, is to update the DW meta-data constantly and periodically, through the machine study, with the special software system, to make DW respond to users demand with best time-space complexity, and in turn, to enhance the implement efficiency and lengthen the lifetime of the DW system. After giving the entire introduce of DW optimization, paper discusses the solving scheme and realization method of integration optimization in detail. During the realization of integration optimization, based on former integration scheme relation drawings, paper brings forward the integration scheme optimize-path searching algorithm and self-optimize algorithm and gets the integration scheme objects ensemble which is low-cost and satisfies the current users demand.

To quantize the users demand to DW, paper introduces into the concept of “DW Quality”, establishes a more complete DW quality architecture through applying it further, and studies and realizes the DW data using quality. The DW data using quality is the best user compatibility of DW. The DW data using quality is subjective, and has to quantize quality to give play to its effect and make it have more targets and decisive factors, which is easy to judge it comprehensively. So, paper studies and analyses the DW data using quality further, and brings out the solving scheme of DW integration users compatibility.

CONCLUSION

Based on the needs for the big data platform of existing enterprises, this paper also gives concerns about the reuse of the existing traditional big data warehouse and studies the cooperative relations between the two sides. Finally, the Demo system realized in this paper provides guidance for the enterprises to realize.
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